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Getting Started, Moving Forward with the CCR/ELA Writing Standards 
Summarized by Marn Frank, STAR & Literacy Coordinator 

 

Nine Writing Standards, Three Groups 

During 2016-2017, Paula Freiermuth, an experienced ABE teacher from Osseo Adult Education, 

presented Getting Started, Moving Forward with the CCR/ELA Writing Standards at the ABE Summer 

and Language & Literacy Institutes and several regional events. I attended her training in January and it 

helped me to understand the CCRS reading-writing connection. Paula graciously granted permission to 

share key information from her PowerPoint slides, session handouts, and activities in this three-page 

handout.  

There are nine Writing Standards or Anchors organized into three groups: 

1. Text Types and Purposes (Anchors 1-3) 

2. Production and Distribution of Writing (Anchors 4-6) 

3. Research to Build Knowledge (Anchors 7-9) 

[Their purpose is to] “cultivate the development of three mutually reinforcing writing capacities: 

crafting arguments, writing to inform and explain, and fashioning narratives about real or imagined 

experiences. The overwhelming focus of writing throughout the levels is on arguments and 

informative/explanatory texts” (College and Career Readiness Standards for Adult Education, 2013, 

page 22). 

 

Eight Steps for Instruction 

Paula used the Writing Standard organization and purpose to create an instructional routine that 

develops students’ reading and writing skills. Here are her planning or teaching steps (adapt as needed 

for your ABE/ESL students): 

1. Select an appropriate writing anchor (or ultimate end point) and skill level (or instructional 

starting point)  

2. Select an opinion/argumentative, informative/explanatory, or narrative text within the same 

grade level range (K-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, 9-12) 

3. Read the text closely with students and identify key details, main topic or theme, and purpose 

4. Create a clear writing task using the language of the reading text and writing skill 

5. Explain the writing task and guide picture/word, sentence, paragraph, or essay drafting 

6. Provide teacher or guide peer review to develop and strengthen drafts 

7. Guide and support students in draft revising, editing, or rewriting  

8. Expect final drafts to be typed, checked, and published using a word-processing program 
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Six Tips for Creating Reading-Writing Tasks 

Paula also provides six tips for creating clear writing tasks based on close readings of text*: 

1. Use the language of the writing standards or leveled skills 

2. Require students to gather, organize and present evidence from the text  

3. Expect students to return to the text 

4. Give writers an opportunity to explore what they learned from the text 

5. Have writers explore the most essential ideas from the text 

6. Create tasks that are reasonable in terms of the time and energy allotted for completion 

*CCRS/ELA text can be in oral (read aloud, audio, discussion), visual (picture, painting, photograph, 

video, chart), or print (word, sentence, paragraph, passage) format. Effective instruction at all levels 

may include oral and/or visual supports such as Google images, read alouds, talk alouds, or paired 

readings. Teacher scaffolding helps students work effectively and more independently with text across 

the reading and writing anchors. 

Five Examples of Reading-Writing Tasks  

During her session, Paula shares five examples of reading-writing tasks that address Text Type and 

Purposes (Anchors 1-3) and incorporate Production and Distribution (Anchors 4-6).  

1. Anchor 1, Level C (GE 4-5): Opinion/Argument Task for A Safe Ride – ReadWorks at 

http://www.readworks.org/  

What do you think? Should school buses be required to have seat belts? Write a paragraph that states 

your opinion and gives supporting details from the article. Make sure your writing has a topic sentence 

and conclusion. Include reasons from the article to support your opinion. Be organized. Follow the 

rules for grammar, usage, and mechanics. Type your final paragraph. 

2. Anchor 1, Level E (GE 9-12): Opinion/Argument Task for Vaccines at http://vaccines.procon.org   

Write an argumentative essay about the topic of vaccines. Identify an issue connected to this topic and 

develop a claim in favor of or opposed to vaccinations. Research for claim and counter-claim evidence 

and include supporting details, examples, and expert opinions in your essay. Your last draft must be 

reviewed by a peer editor or the teacher. Your final essay must be word-processed and include a 

“Works Cited” section at the end. 
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3. Anchor 2, Level B (GE 2-3): Informative/Explanatory Task for Unsafe Food Problems in 

Greenville Last Year - Step Forward: Language for Everyday Life 

What does this article say about how people can get sick from unsafe food? Write a paragraph that 

explains how people get sick from unsafe food. Have a topic sentence. Include details from the article. 

Use your best spelling, grammar, and punctuation. Type your final paragraph. 

4. Anchor 2, Level D (GE 6-8): Informative/Explanatory Task for “What It Means to be Colored in 

Capital of the US”, an excerpt of a 1906 speech by Mary Church Terrell 

Write one or more paragraphs that explain Ms. Terrell’s theme or message. Cite specific evidence to 

support your writing. Your paragraph(s) should do the following: 

 State what you believe is the central theme, message, or idea of the speech 

 Explain, cite, and/or paraphrase at least 3 details from the speech 

 Be organized and use transition words to move from one idea to the next 

 Use correct grammar, punctuation, and spelling 

 

5. Anchor 3, Level A (GE K-1): Narrative Task for Mary Walks Home - Very Easy True Stories 

Write sentences about what Mary does every day. Tell Mary’s story in order. Use time-order words. 

Type your final paragraph. Use your best grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 

One More Reading-Writing Task 

Paula’s sixth reading-writing task example incorporates Anchors 7-9 at Level C. According to the 

College and Career Readiness Standards for Adult Education report, page 22, “Writing Standard 9 is a 

standout because it stresses the importance of the writing-reading connection by requiring students to 

draw upon and use evidence from literacy and informational texts as they write arguments or 

inform/explain.” 

6. Anchors 7- 9, Level C (GE 4-5): Research Project Task for career investigation using multiple 

print texts and digital sources 

We have spent the last few weeks looking at different careers. You have looked at several careers you 

might be interested in. You have researched job duties, pay and benefits, and required training or 

education. Write one to three paragraphs about the career you are most interested in and why. 

Include a summary of your research and organize your paper with an introduction, body, and 

conclusion. List all of your sources at the end. Type your final paper and follow the rules for grammar, 

usage, and mechanics. You may include graphs, charts, or photographs – if appropriate. 

 


